Elliptic Curve Integrated
Encryption Scheme

Just a few short years ago, etherFAX began to change the shape of fax communications with the introduction of its Secure Exchange
Network (SEN), a platform that allows “etherFAX-aware” endpoints to communicate both digitally and securely. Raising the bar
further, etherFAX now brings true end-to-end encryption to its network using methods defined by the ECIES (Elliptic Curve
Integrated Encryption Scheme) standard to subscribers through its APIs. Introducing, SENx.
As the name implies, ECIES is a hybrid encryption “scheme” that defines methods to secure and transfer information between
two endpoints. These methods start with the use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography to generate a shared secret between peers
to seed the encryption process with unique keying material while further protecting the information using signing and
authentication mechanisms to assure the validity of the data in transit.

ELLIPTIC CURVE INTEGRATED
are essential in securing sensitive information; especially information that is in flight.
ENCRYPTION SCHEME

As security threats, data breaches and cyber attacks continue to rise, using well-defined encryption systems such as ECIES
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If you have any questions, please call us at 877-384-9866 or info@etherFAX.net.

